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not exceed one and one-half (ij^) times the thickness of the stone.
The bottom bed shall always be the full size of stone, and no stone shall have an overhanging top bed.
Joints shall be broken at least fifteen (15) inches on the face.
Stretchers shall not be less than tour (4) nor more than seven (7) feet long, and stretchers of the same width shall not be placed together vertically; but this shall not be applied to stretchers where headers come centrally between stretchers'.
Headers shall be at least five (5) feet long wherever the thickness of the pier permits. They shall be at least three-quarters (2<O their full width for the whole length. There shall be generally four (4) headers in each side of every course between shoulders and never less than three (3) and a like proportion in the curved ends.
The face lines of each course shall be true, and the rise as fixed by the face lines shall not vary anywhere more than one-fourth (JO inch from the true rise of the course.
The upper and lower beds shall be truly parallel planes and cut to conform to the requirements for the face lines. Depressions of more than one-half (^) inch below the plane of the beds shall not exceed one-tenth (i-io) of the area of the bed in limestone, or one-eighth (J^) of the area of the bed in granite. There shall be no depressions of more than two (2) inches below the plane of the beds.
Joints shall be cut at right angles to the face and beds of the stone unless otherwise shown on special plans. The cutting for at least twelve (12) inches back from the face shall be the same as that required for the beds.
The vertical joints of face stones shall not average more than one-half (%) inch and shall not exceed three-fourths (2i) inch.
The curved faces of the tip-stream cut-water of all piers except Pier I shall be fine-pointed, with no projections exceeding one-half (J4) inch.
The copings, including those over the pointed starlings, shall have all exposed surfaces, including the projecting portion of the lower bed, bush-hammered with true lines and surfaces.
A four (4) inch draft line shall be cut on all vertical angles and around the lower edge of the face of the belting course. The projecting portion of the lower bed of the belting course shall be bush-hammered.
All other portions of the piers shall have a rough quarry face with no projections exceeding three (3) inches, the quarry face to average at least one and one-half (1^2) inches from the

